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SEARCH IN LICK CREEK AREA – AUGUST 17-18, 2013
--LIESEL NELSON
On Friday, a father and two sons, ages 13 and 15, left the Lake
Fork Campground outside of McCall on foot for a fishing trip to
an unnamed lake; dad was well-acquainted with the topography
but the boys were seeing new territory. A good trail took them
part of the way but then they started bushwhacking uphill, dad
got pooped out and instructed the boys to head up to the lake
without him if they wanted to. The brothers took off together,
but at some point later that evening only the 15-year-old returned. They waited but the younger boy and their Doberman
did not appear.
Valley County SAR sent foot teams to the last known whereabouts, had riders on dirt bikes search all the trails they could
cover, and had a Forest Service helicopter surveying the area.
By Saturday afternoon, knowing the missing boy had already
spent a chilly night out, with only the tee-shirt, shorts and running shoes he was wearing (no food or water), VCSO contacted
IMSARU, requesting K9 teams to help with the search.

Navigation was critical.

Photo by J. Simpson

As we drove up Lick Creek we saw a USFS Law Enforcement
vehicle stopped in the road and pulled up next to her with our
windows down at the exact moment to hear over her radio that
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the helicopter had spotted the subject! That was very good news. Unfortunately, there were no landing zones in the area to pick him up easily, so we continued on to the IC Center to see if they needed
our help with anything. There was no reason to send our dogs into the field, since the subject had
been located. Valley County had two searchers on foot who would try to reach the subject but they
were quite tired, out of food and water, and not prepared to spend a night out comfortably.
We had the subject’s coordinates from the helicopter but he was quite a few miles out and it was just
starting to get dusky while we got ourselves organized and IC developed a plan. Meanwhile, the helicopter made a trip to the Krassel Ranger Station and picked up supplies including food, water and a
sleeping bag for the subject plus supplies for the two VCSAR guys headed toward him. The helo
long-lined these supplies to the subject, including a note instructing him to stay where he was; the
plan was for the VCSAR team to join him and all spend the night after enjoying a lovely meal of
MRE’s.
Meanwhile, Owen, Jimmie, Mitch, Jamie (sans Yoki) and I decided on a route that would take us on a
fairly good trail most of the way so that we could begin hiking at night. A fresh VCSAR searcher
joined us as well. We maintained radio contact with the other VCSAR searchers during our hike in,
and started to wonder whether they would actually make contact with the subject. We hiked quickly,
enjoying a beautiful moonlight night and perfect hiking weather. By about mile five, we realized the
trail crossed the creek and became faint. It was quite dark by this point and getting close to midnight
so we decided to bivouac. (The VCSAR searchers had already signed off for the night; they were
exhausted after searching all day and had still not made contact with the subject.) We found a plush
granite knob on which to make camp: five-star accommodations, if you count the huckleberries.
We rose early on Sunday morning and Jimmie was tasked with fetching the coffee water from the
creek. When I went to light the stove I peered down into the pot of water to see quite a few swimming friends. Tadpoles! We enjoyed a little extra protein for that day’s hike. Only a mile and a half
or so from where the helicopter had spotted the subject, we really hoped he had stayed put overnight
as we crossed the creek and followed it upstream. We soon encountered the VCSAR searchers, who
mentioned some trouble with their coordinates. Our combined teams then made our way a little farther and spotted the boy and his dog sitting atop the same big white rock the helicopter pilot had noted the day before.
We rested there for a while and made sure everyone was OK. The VCSAR guys chowed down on
the dinner they didn’t get the night before, and the dog tried to eat all my jerky. The subject was quiet but said he’d had a relatively comfortable night and appeared to be in no physical distress. After
packing up all the dropped gear, we hiked out. The trail was pretty good after the first mile or two;
Jimmie logged fourteen miles for our round trip. We made it out without incident and had the privilege of seeing the wonderful reunion moment with the subject’s dad waiting at the campground. We
should be so lucky that all our searches turn out this way: subject alive and unharmed; searchers
alive and unharmed. I was especially lucky that this was my first mission!
We had a remarkable turnout for this search, considering that it was the opening weekend of our Corn
Booth at the Western Idaho Fair! IMSARU members responding included Don Fridrich, Linda
Kearney with K9 Cayenne, Owen Miller, Ann Moser with K9 Watson, Liesel Nelson, Mitch Pelham,
Jamie Simpson with K9 Yoki and Jimmie Yorgensen.
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LOUIE LAKE SEARCH – AUGUST 4-5, 2013
--JIMMIE YORGENSEN
Valley County SAR called IMSARU on Saturday afternoon, asking for help in finding a 53-yearold male who had been missing for 24 hours. The subject and a friend were camped in the Boulder Lake area and decided to hike up to Louie Lake but our subject felt like he wasn’t going to be
able to complete the hike. The friend continued up to Louie Lake while our subject was supposed
to wait for his return. When the friend did return, our subject was nowhere to be found. The local
authorities were called and a search began.
Valley County SAR asked us to bring search dogs to complement the ground crews and air support they already had in place. We arrived with three K9 teams plus support members late in the
afternoon and deployed to the place last seen. Our teams searched until dark with no positive results. Valley County graciously provided IMSARU members with motel rooms for the night and
we returned early the next morning to continue our search.
Our teams were continuing the search when, at 0800 on Monday, we were called by the IC and
told that the subject had just walked into base camp. He was in good condition despite having
been missing for two nights. The subject said he had decided not to wait for his hiking friend and
became lost when trying to return to their camp. He finally found his way out to a road and
walked to McCall, where he said he spent the night before starting back out to their camp.
IMSARU members participating were Chris Brookman, Linda Kearney with K9 Cayenne, Ann
Moser with K9 Watson, Gregg Rettschlag, Jamie Simpson with K9 Yoki, Tom Wheless and Jimmie Yorgensen.

ANOTHER CORN BOOTH COME AND GONE
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
August 16-25 is only a 10-day span, but of course that time at the Western Idaho Fair is bracketed
by weeks before and after of preparations and aftermath. New this year was that luxury floor
Danny built for the corn-shucking area—no more tripping over uneven surface nor chairs falling
through the cracks. Repeated this year was that stalwart crew who worked the day shift on all the
weekdays—Everett Wood, Rose Wood, Jimmie Yorgensen and Linda Kearney—and who also
worked extra shifts to cover the booth while our teams responded to three separate mission calls in
three different counties. (Read the mission reports elsewhere in this issue.)
There is no way to list all those who pitched in on this our major fundraiser for the year, but we do
appreciate each and every one of them, including the non-members from the Capitol Gypsies
Good Sams Club and the Boise Corporation, as well as individuals who come on their own or
with friends who are IMSARU members. No, we don’t yet know how much profit we made because not all the bills are in, but we do know that this project typically supplies close to half our
operations budget for the year. Thanks to all who contributed to making possible our continued
volunteer service to those who need help in beautiful off-the-main-road Idaho.
Note: Since IMSARU started our Corn Booth in 1965, next year will be our 50th year!
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RECERTIFIED BY THE MOUNTAIN RESCUE ASSOCIATION
SEPTEMBER 14, 2013
SEARCH PORTION BY CHARLOTTE GUNN
The Mountain Rescue Association requires its member teams to re-certify every five years in
performance tests that include winter skills--including high-angle and low-angle rescue, and
avalanche search—and three-season skills that include high-angle and low-angle technical rescue, individual technical skills tests of five members, and search. Our testing in past years has
included travel to a central location where multiple teams would all test on the same terrain, but
someone figured out that it would be a much more efficient use of people’s time and money if
the minimum of three evaluators traveled to the team and ran all the tests in a shorter period of
time. This also allows the tests to take place on terrain typical of the team’s usual missions.
Evaluators came to Boise from Utah on Friday the 13 th (no symbolism here) and we spent the
14th in the field performing a series of scenarios. The morning session had two brothers, ages 8
and 18, missing from a house where they had been visiting, after having expressed a desire to
go see Lucky Peak Dam. Kris Scovel was our able Operations Leader, assisted by Tom
Wheless for logistics, Amanda Leader for communications, and Don Fridrich for deliveries and
pickups. Kris dispatched tracker teams, K9 teams, and foot teams to the field near the PLS; this
field ended at a fairly major cliff along the road. As would be realistic during a mission, additional information dribbled out and was incorporated into the strategy. One subject was
“located” at the house he supposedly had left; the other was found deceased partway down a
sloping area of the cliff.
Members participating in the search test included Jeff Ball, Chris Brookman, Francisco Castellon, Moises Chavez, John Ferguson, Don Fridrich, Charlotte Gunn, Dan Herring, Mike Johnson, Amanda Leader, Phil Lewis, Bill Lindenau, Mike Mancuso, Anthony Mascola, Owen Miller, Ann Moser with K9 Watson, Jeff Munn, Mitch Pelham, Tom Rand, Gregg Rettschlag, Dodi
Sallee, Kris Scovel, Layne Simmons, Jamie Simpson with K9 Yoki, Jen Skeldon, Greg Weber,
Tom Wheless and Jimmie Yorgensen.
It has been a hot summer here in Boise, and the two black search dogs were not the only ones
feeling the heat by midday when we debriefed the search and took a lunch break. I did not envy the tech team heading out to bare rocks for their afternoon in the sun.
TECHNICAL PORTION BY GREGG RETTSCHLAG
This was my second time through a summer MRA recertification. My first time, I was very
new to the tech team, and of little help. I remember watching the 5 tech members completing
their individual skills, thinking “I’m glad I don’t have that responsibility”. Fast forward 3 years
and I was one of the members with that responsibility. I was anticipating getting that part of the
day over early, the way it occurred at the previous recert. I should have realized that the testing
order from the last recert was luck of the draw. I was going to have the individual evaluation
hanging over my head the entire day.
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Our day started with the search scenario, which lasted the entire morning. We took a break for lunch
and then gathered at Table Rock to begin the tech portion of the day. Our scenario was a 12-year-old
fall victim, Tanner, who had arm and leg injuries. Tanner needed to be lowered off a cliff (high-angle
scenario) then moved across flat ground to a scree slope (steep-angle scenario). As rescue leader,
Owen delegated all tasks for patient care and system setup. Francisco and I were assigned patient
care and packaging with Francisco moving on to become the litter attendant. After assessing, bandaging, splinting and packaging our patient I looked up and realized the entire main and belay system
had been set up in the time it took for us to get Tanner ready in the litter. I was so focused on our
subject, I didn’t notice or think about all the other activity going on around me. I turned patient care
over to Francisco once he had his attendant setup ready, and then had the luxury of stepping aside to
watch. Owen handed control over to Mike to run the system. With all the precision we’ve been practicing, the team lowered Tanner to the bottom of the cliff. There were glitches in the process, but only those introduced by the evaluators: The team was asked to switch to a raise when it was realized
that Tanner was being lowered into a nest of rattlesnakes. Fortunately, they turned out to only be
“sagebrush snakes” and the system was switched back to a lower. During the high-angle scenario,
Owen was also asked to discuss the possibility of a locked system if the litter were to be caught in a
small overhang. I have to admit that I thought the evaluators were suggesting our system was incorrectly rigged, and started to worry about failing a critical point in this scenario. Owen was able to
address this unique problem with the least objectionable of several bad options to the satisfaction of
the evaluators.
In order to speed the testing up a bit, the evaluators set the steep-angle scenario at the base of our high
-angle scenario. This allowed us to use the current system setup with small adjustments. Tom and I
went down to the bottom of the cliff to assist Francisco as litter attendants. The team on top rigged a
redirect to account for the change of direction we needed at the bottom to move Tanner over to the
steep-angle area. By this time Tanner was starting to feel the effects of prolonged confinement to a
litter, manifesting as leg spasms (a real life patient issue to deal with, not just part of the scenario).
We were able to release him from the high-angle patient rigging and just verbalize the conversion to
steep-angle patient tie-ins.
We had been paying close attention to the weather all day as thunderstorms were in the forecast, and
menacing clouds were in the distance throughout our time on Table Rock. We had hoped to complete
the individual skills testing at Table Rock as well, but nearby thunder said otherwise, so we packed
all the gear and headed for the safety of the Compound to complete the testing. The other four people
participating in the individual skills evaluation were Francisco (also first time going through individual skills testing), John, Owen, and Jeff Ball. With only three evaluators to walk five people through
seven evaluation stations, the day was far from over. Each of us was required to demonstrate proficiency in knots, anchors, systems, personal prep (pack check), medical certification (current CPR/
First Aid), climbing (ascending and descending a rope with a knot pass in each direction), and navigation. Beginning this part of the recert after such a long day in the field was difficult, but we all managed to stay focused and pass each of the stations. I was most apprehensive about the rope ascending/
descending skills and was hoping to get that done early in the day. As it turns out, it was the last station of the day, and I was the last one on the rope. I managed to work my way up and down with everyone watching and noting that I was standing between them and pizza. Talk about pressure….
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Overall this was a very successful day for the tech team. We spent lots of time this summer,
especially in the tech academy, prepping for the recert. Before tech academy, I was starting to
feel comfortable with my tech skills. After the academy, I felt far more confident in my own
skills and very confident in our group’s ability to function as a team. The tech academy also
added to our numbers, giving us more people to draw from to form a team for the recert. Those
thoughts were justified as I watched our team move through all the stages of the recertification.
It was very impressive to watch two newer members (Dodi and Anthony) who had not even
been IMSARU members one year prior, confidently and effectively running the belay system.
In all, a very long day but a rewarding one in which we not only renewed our MRA certification but gained valuable feedback from MRA members outside our own group.
Finally, a hearty thank you to our volunteer 12-year-old subject who is hands down the best role
-playing patient, pediatric or adult, I have ever worked with. Thanks also to our evaluators
Shaun Roundy, Debbie Spoons and Jon Kerkmann from Utah County SAR for traveling to Boise and not only taking care of our evaluation, but giving us lots of great tips in the process.
IMSARU members participating in the tech portion of the recert were Jeff Ball, Francisco Castellon, John Ferguson, Dan Herring, Mike Johnson, Bill Lindenau, Anthony Mascola, Owen
Miller, Jeff Munn, Gregg Rettschlag, Dodi Sallee and Tom Wheless.

NEWLY CERTIFIED HUMAN REMAINS DETECTION K9 TEAM
ANN MOSER AND CRICKET, SEPTEMBER 21, 2013
--JAMIE SIMPSON
Pre-requisites for testing with National Search Dog Alliance for an HRD team include the handler taking courses in Haz-Mat, Blood-borne Pathogens, Crime Scene Preservation, ICS 100,
200, 700 and 800b, FA and CPR; and a temperament evaluation of the K9. The field tests then
include: (1) Two one-acre wilderness areas with 0-3 sources. The team has 30 minutes to work
each acre and must locate each source in the area. (2) A roadway test which is 2/10 of a mile
long, 20 yards deep, and has from 0-3 sources. The team has 45 minutes to complete. (3) A
building with 0-3 sources; 15 minutes to complete. (4) A search of three vehicles, where the
team has 6 minutes to locate a single source.
In this rigorous evaluation, the K9 team must pass all four tests, finding all sources, with no
false indications. On this evaluation day, there was a fifty percent pass rate. Congratulations to
Ann Moser and her dog Cricket, a four-year-old Giant Schnauzer, and to Dave Ferguson (of
Snake River Search) and his dog Lily, a one-year-old Golden Retriever for attaining their certifications!
Thanks to IMSARU members Jen Skeldon and Dell McNees for being present all day to help
with coordination and make sure the event went smoothly. And special thanks to evaluator KT
Irwin from Cody, Wyoming, and assistant evaluator Deb Hurlburt from Driggs, Idaho, for traveling all the way to Boise, for their professionalism and hard work in setting up and conducting
the evaluation tests, and for gifts of new sources for the teams to practice with.
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MEDICAL EMERGENCY AT GRANDJEAN – AUGUST 20, 2013
--CHRIS BROOKMAN
IMSARU was called to the Grandjean Campground near the Sawtooth Lodge to assist in evacuating a medical patient who was approximately five miles up the North Fork Baron Creek Trail.
The subject’s wife had hiked out and reported that her husband was feeling weak and dizzy,
unable to continue walking. While en route, responding members were advised by State Communications that Lowman Ambulance was staged at the campground and an Air St. Luke’s
crew was in the area but unable to land near the patient. Shortly before arriving, we received
word that the helicopter had landed in a field down the trail from the subject’s location and
medics were hiking in to him.
Arriving at the campground at 1634, we were informed that the Air St. Luke’s crew as well as a
Forest Service ranger were with the subject but were unable to transport him back to the helicopter. They had requested assistance from the Idaho Air National Guard to airlift the patient,
but availability was not yet confirmed. IMSARU members quickly packed the litter and wheel
as well as their personal gear. Team 1—Gregg, Chris, Dodi, Owen and Jake—deployed while
Don stayed in base camp to handle communications. Word soon arrived that a second helicopter, (designated Air St. Luke’s 2) from Twin Falls was also en route.
A second IMSARU team—Gail, Mitch, Colin and Tom—deployed at 1705. Word came in that
Air National Guard support had been approved and was 30 minutes out. Our last two members,
Mike and Phil, arrived at base, were designated Team 3, and deployed to assist at the landing
zone being established near the campground.
Teams 1 and 2 continued hiking while the NG Blackhawk arrived and surveyed the area; Air St.
Luke’s 2 arrived at the landing zone where Team 3 was staged. The NG Blackhawk crew successfully hoisted the subject and transported him to the landing zone, where Team 3 assisted in
transferring him to the medical helicopter which then took off at 1822 for a Boise hospital.
Back on the North Fork Baron Creek Trail, Team 1 continued moving until meeting up with
personnel from Air St. Luke’s 1 and the Forest Service ranger. (It is IMSARU policy to always
ensure that everyone gets back to base safely.) Team 1 hiked with the medical staff to their helicopter, meeting up with Team 2, and both IMSARU teams then hiked on out together. All
members were back in base camp at 2022 to pack up and head back to Boise.
IMSARU members participating were Chris Brookman, Don Fridrich, Jake Gillis, Mike Johnson, Phil Lewis, Gail Long, Owen Miller, Mitch Pelham, Gregg Rettschlag, Dodi Sallee, Colin
Sesek and Tom Wheless. Special thanks go to members who worked extra shifts at the Corn
Booth so that some of the above-listed team could respond to the mission.
SEE PHOTOS ON NEXT PAGE.
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What do you do when you hope the helicopter can extract the subject with the medical problem from the trail
out of Grandjean but no one is sure? You put Plan B into action, just in case.
Photos by O. Miller

MISSING CAMPER IN GEM COUNTY – AUGUST 18, 2013
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
The second of our three mission calls during the first half of the Fair was for a camper who had
been missing overnight in an area near Sage Hen Reservoir. This was a 54-year-old male from
Phoenix, AZ, scouting for elk with friends. He had never been in this area before but was reported to be an avid hunter and outdoorsman. He had left the camp at around 2030 hours on
the previous evening and not returned. Gem County had tracked the missing man for approximately one mile, and had search teams out on horses, on foot and on ATV’s. They especially
requested that we bring K9 teams.
We again scrambled to rearrange workers at the Corn Booth and fielded seventeen people, including two K9 teams and three certified trackers. Having consulted with Gem County personnel and planned search assignments, our teams were being briefed when word came through
that the missing man had been picked up by a vehicle and was on his way back—tired, beat up
by the brush, with an elevated blood pressure, but basically unharmed.
IMSARU personnel responding included Jake Gillis, Steve Hunt, Linda Kearney with K9 Cayenne, Amanda Leader, Phil Lewis, Bill Lindenau, Gail Long, Carolyn Lyon, Dell McNees, Brian Mitchell, Ann Moser with K9 Watson, Dan Scovel, Kris Scovel, Layne Simmons, Jen Skeldon, Jon Wheless and Tom Wheless.
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